**THE LIBERTY SONG.** In **FREEDOM** we’re born &.

COME join hand in hand brave AMERICANS all, And roule your bold hearts at fair LIBERTY’s call; No tyrannous acts shall support your just claim, Or stain with dishonour AMERICA’s name.

In **FREEDOM** we’re born, and in **FREEDOM** we’ll live, Our purfs are ready, Steady, Friends, steady, Not as SLAVES, but as FREEMEN our Money we’ll give.

Our worthy Forefathers—let’s give them a closer—
To Climates unknown did courageously fly;
Through Oceans, to Deserts, for FREEDOM they came,
And dying bestrach’d us their FREEDOM and Fame.

There is no tyrannous act that defies subd.’d,
So highly, so wisely, their Birth-rights they prize’d;
We’ll keep what they gave, we will plougly keep,
Nor frustrate their toils on the land and the deep—
In **FREEDOM** we’re born &.

The Tree their own Hands had to LIBERTY reas’’d;
They liv’d to behold growing strong and rever’d;
With Transport they cried, “Now our wishes we gain,
For our children shall gather the fruits of our pant”—
In **FREEDOM** we’re born &.

Swarms of Placemen and Pensioners soon will appear
Like Locusts deforming the Charms of the Year;
Sun’s vainly will rise, Showers vainly descend,
If we are to drudge for what others shall spend.
In **FREEDOM** we’re born &.

Join Hand in Hand brave AMERICANS all,
By uniting we stand—by dividing we fall;
In so RIGHTEOUS a Cause let us hope to succeed,
For Heaven approves of each generous Deed.
In **FREEDOM** we’re born &.

All Ages shall speak with Amaze and Applause,
Of the Courage we’ll shew in support of our LAWS;
To die we can bear—but to serve we disdain.
For Shame is to **FREEDOM** more dreadful than pain
In **FREEDOM** we’re born &.

This Bumper I crown for our Sovereign’s Health,
And this for Britannia’s Glory and wealth;
That Wealth and that glory immortal may be,
If she is but just—and if we are but FREE.

In **FREEDOM** we’re born, and in **FREEDOM** we’ll live,
Our purfs are ready, Steady, Friends, steady,
Not as SLAVES but as FREEMEN our Money we’ll give.

---

**The preceding New and Favourite LIBERTY SONG.**

Neatly engraved on Copper-Plate, the size of half a sheet of Paper.

Set to MUSIC for the VOICE, and to which is added,
A SET of NOT.ES adapted to the GERMAN FLUTE and VIOLIN,
It just published and to be sold at the LONDON Book-Shop, King’s Street, Boston,
Peter Nourse, Lawful Fancy, and Peter Bellungen, having the Custom.

Bickerstaff’s ALMANACK
Will be published in the fall—if any new knaves of entertainment, are spread, or if any were wanted in the last Almanack, the Tavern Keepers are entreated to send their names immediately to Mr. and Mrs. Washington’s Tavern Office in Newbury-street shall oppose the White-Horse Tavern, South End, Boston.

The Gentlemen who are so kind as to purchase Mrs. and Mrs. Washington’s Almanack, and corrections for their Register, are requested to send down their names as well.

---

**For Glasgow, THE S awareness of Hugh Morris, an Office of English and Scotch Goods, which will be sold for cash at the above-mentioned date.**

---

**Calm will begin by Benjam. & Edward Davis, for Flax-Seed this year.**

---

**To be Let, a convenient Dwelling for three Rooms on a floor, and in good repair, in School-street, near the King’s Chapel.**

---
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